
Sterling Silver Jewelry
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Express your style on 
special days and everydays. 
Beautiful designs inside.



WRIST BLISS
For a no-rules design, let’s skip 
the chain. What d’ya say? On the 
left: wire, jump rings and beads. 
On the right: heart pendants and 
jump rings. (This beauty would 
look great with matching earrings.) 
What’s left? Just add a clasp.

TRULY YOURS
What puts the charm in the bracelet? 
Stamping blanks. We kept round 
blanks as is (left), but you could 
stamp an initial to customize it. Also, 
bead caps can bring a particular 
style to beads that might not have 
the look you’re going for (right). 
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UNDER WRAPS
Create DIY pieces that look store-
bought with sterling silver jewelry 
wire. String beads—like you see 
here—on a base wire, and wrap 
a thinner wire around it to add 
texture and dimension.

LOOKIN’  GOOD
Sterling silver is beautiful by 
itself…and with some added color. 
If you create accessories using 
components and beads you love, 
you won’t go wrong. Tip: Use 
eye pins to add some dramatic 
spacing in your design. 

Side Note:
Sterling silver is a softer 
metal, making it ideal for 
stamping. And it’s gentle, 
so it’s also a great choice 
for metal sensitivity.
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SILVER LINING
Welcome some light-and-airy into 
your life. Start with the center 
chain (ours is 3”), and reduce each 
length by ¼” as you work toward 
the outside of the necklace. Drops: 
cone beads, 4 mm beads and daisy 
spacer beads on eye pins.

TAKE SHAPE
Intricate scrollwork doesn’t have to 
be fussy. You can curlicue several 
wire pieces separately, and then 
connect the sections by wrapping 
them together with the thinner 
wire. This method helps you bend 
the wire only where you want.
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BRANCH OUT
Sometimes the perfect pendant is 
at your DIY fingertips. Here are two 
jewelry-making ideas: Cut lengths 
of chain for tassels (earrings), or 
wrap beads across a hammered 
wire circle (necklace). 

Try this!
You could vary the length of 
the chain for fringe look-alikes.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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SEEING STARS
Jewelry findings—like eye pins and 
ear wires—are more than behind-
the-scenes helpers. (They shine in 
the spotlight too.) Triangle dangle: 
beaded ball head pins looped and 
strung on eye pin. Beaded drop: eye 
pins curled on twist-loop ear wire.

LETTER DAYS
Take stamping blanks from dangle-
worthy to wrist-ready by punching a 
second hole at the bottom—a screw-
action hole punch should do the 
trick. Gift Plan: Stamp kids’ names 
for a Mother’s Day she’ll remember 
for years to come.


